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For Immediate Release: 
BIOLOGIST TO SPEAK AT EIU ABOUT INFECTIOUS AGENTS' ROLE IN CHRONIC DISEASE 
CHARLESTON -A leading biologist is to speak at Eastern Illinois University about how infectious 
agents like bacteria and viruses may be at the root of many chronic human diseases previously thought to 
be caused by genes and lifestyles. 
Paul Ewald's free, public lecture, titled "The Startling Scope of Infectious Disease (Or, Why Are Cats 
and Kisses More Scary Than SARS?)," is set for 8 p.m. Thursday, March 31, in the University Ballroom at 
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
"Dr. Ewald's visit to EIU provides a unique opportunity for interaction with him concerning his ideas 
on Darwinian medicine and evolution of infectious disease," said Steven L. Daniel, associate professor of 
biological sciences at EIU. 
In 1994, Ewald published "Evolution of Infectious Diseases," which brought new attention to the 
study of evolutionary medicine. 
More recently, Ewald published "Plague Time: How Stealth Infections Cause Cancers, Heart 
Disease and other Deadly Ailments." An updated, second edition is titled "Plague Time: The New Germ 
Theory of Disease." 
Currently a biology professor at the University of Louisville, Ewald previously taught at Amherst 
College, Amherst, Mass., and was the first recipient of the George R. Burch Fellowship in Theoretic 
Medicine and Affiliated Sciences. 
Ewald obtained his bachelor's degree in biological sciences from the, University of California-Irvine 
and his doctorate in zoology from the University of Washington, Seattle. 
The lecture is sponsored by EIU's chapter of scientific research honor society Sigma Xi and the EIU 
College of Sciences. 
For more information, call 581-7840. 
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